Strong coupling phenomena, such as the like charged macroions attraction, opposite charged macroions repulsion, charge renormalization or charge inversion, are known to be mediated by multivalent counterions. Most theories treat the counterions as point charges, and describe the system by a single coupling parameter that measures the strength of the Coulomb interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last couple of decades, several experiments have been performed on the peculiar phenomena of like-charged attractions in biological and soft materials, that causes the condensation of highly charged DNA [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , the aggregation of viruses [7, 8] and network formation in actin filaments [9] . These attractions are often mediated by multivalent ions like the aggregation of M 13 viruses by divalent diamine ions [8] , the condensation of DNA [10, 11] or the folding of RNA [12] by M g 2+ .
The counter-intuitive phenomena of like charge attractions is of great interest in theoretical field because they can not be explained within the framework of the mean-field
Poisson-Boltzmann theory. Guldbrand et al. were the first to suggest a molecular mechanism for these attractions by the counterion correlations and fluctuations [13, 14] . This idea was further extended by Shklovskii based on strongly correlations among the counterions condensed into a Wigner crystal around a fixed charge distribution [15, 16] . Lyubartsev et al [17] , and Rouzina and Bloomfield [18] found that multivalent counterions bridging between macroions can also cause like-charge attractions. Netz and his coworkers [19, 20] later developed a rigorous theoretical framework based on field theory to describe strong coupling correlations among counterions inside the condensation layer. This theory has since been applied to a wide variety of charged systems to describe like-charge attractions [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
Most of the strong coupling (SC) theories based on the formalism by Netz consider pointlike counterions whereas in most biological and soft matter systems, multivalent ions, such as spermidine, spermine [33] , often have elongated shapes [34] . Sometimes, cylindrical molecules such as DNA, cytoskeletal filaments play the role of higher valence counterion.
In the SC regime the multivalent counterions are usually very close to each other and the geometry of the charge distribution inside each counterion strongly influences their interactions. In macroions like polyelectrolytes additional mechanisms for like charge attractions, like inter-segment attraction forces and bridging forces, occur which is not possible in point charge systems [35] [36] [37] . The effects of the geometry of the polyelectrolytes on their electrostatic properties have been studied before at the mean field level [38, 39] . Kim et. al.
[ 40] were the first to introduce the finite size of the ions to the SC formalism to study the like-charge attractions among two parallel plates in the presence of dumbbell-like shaped counterions. They found that in the SC regime the electrostatic potential appears to be flat and no energetic bridging occurs. Kanduc et al. [41] later constructed a SC theory for structured counterions. While their excluded volume interactions do not have any structure
and are treated as point-like, their internal structures are described by the contributions from multipoles in the electrostatic interactions. They showed that in the SC regime the contributions of quadrupoles and higher order multipoles are important when there exist dielectric inhomogeneities. When the dielectric constant is homogeneous over space, monopole contributions are dominant in the SC regime. Bohinc and his coworkers [42] developed an electrostatic theory of rodlike counterions confined between two plates, based on splitting the interactions into, a short-ranged term calculated using cumulant expansion, and a long ranged term calculated using mean field. This ensures the validity of their theory from the weak to the SC regimes. Using this formalism they could map out the region of attractions among the plates over a wide range of the phase space. In most of these earlier models however the extended charges are treated as being composed of equi-spaced point particles.
In this work we treat the rodlike counterions from the viewpoint of uniformly charged polymers different from most of the discrete point-charge models studied before and we use polymer field theory to develop our formalism. The additional degrees of freedom in finite sized molecules add to the complexity of the many-body interactions. As a result in most of the SC literature on finite sized charges the calculations are limited to the zeroth order in the thermodynamic quantities. The use of the polymer fields allow us to systematically calculate terms beyond the zeroth order. In Section II we consider a system of polyelectrolytic counterions, the charges of which are uniformly smeared over the polymers, in the presence of a fixed charge distribution. The SC formalism is exact in the limit when the Coulomb coupling parameter Ξ is very large or 1/Ξ is very small. In the SC regime the counterions crowd near the oppositely charged surface, hence the interactions with the surface at zeroth order dominates over the inter-particle interactions including the excluded volume interactions. Thus the problem is effectively mapped to a single particle picture in the SC regime. An alternate formalism of the strong coupling theory is based on the fact that the counterions form a Wigner crystal [43, 44] near the fixed charge surface and predicts 1/ √ Ξ leading order term in the expansion of the thermodynamic quantities [24] . The single particle picture would be valid when the Wigner lattice constant
where µ is the characteristic length of the system. In case of polyelectrolytic counterions of length N an additional constraint N < b should be satisfied for the single particle picture to be valid. Here we closely follow the procedure of Netz [19] and using polymer field theory obtain the expressions of the zeroth and the first order terms in the expansion in 1/Ξ of the grand partition function, density profile and free energy of the polymer counterions in the SC regime. Except for a few specific cases most polymer models are not analytically tractable because of the complicated functional integrals over the polymer fields. However for rodlike polymers explicit forms of the single canonical partition function and the single polymer density which are central to the SC theory are known in the literature [45] . In Section III we work out the zeroth and first order terms of the density derived in Section II for the specific case of rodlike counterions in the presence of a fixed charge distribution.
We consider the special case when the fixed charge distribution is a charged wall and two charged walls in Section III A and III B respectively. The dependence of the orientation averaged density profiles of the rods on their lengths and their excluded volume interactions with the walls are discussed. We also look at two different representations of the rods, one parameterized by the center of the rods and the other by one end of the rods and work out the thermodynamics in both case. We compare our results with the point-particle case of Moreira and Netz [19, 20] to illustrate the effects of finite size of the rodlike ions on their thermodynamics. Comparison with the existing results of Kim et al. [40] and Bohinc [42] are also made. In Section IV limitations of the present formalism and directions for future work are discussed.
II. THERMODYNAMICS OF POLYELECTROLYTES IN THE SC LIMIT
Consider a system of n charged homo-polymer counterions in an external potential −h(x).
Each polymer consists of N statistical segments and charge q smeared uniformly over each monomer. There is also a fixed charged distribution with a surface charge density −σ s , denoted by −ρ c (x). The system as a whole is charge neutral. All the charges interact via the Coulomb interactions V (|x − x |) = 1/|x − x |. The position in space of the segment s of the polymer counterions is represented by a polymer field r(s). The Hamiltonian of the system is given by
where H i 0 is the single polymer Hamiltonian, β = 1/k B T inverse temperature and l B = βe 2 / is the Bjerrum length. Here we consider the dielectric constant of the system to be 1.
contains the information about the internal structure and bonding among the monomers and also the elastic properties like the stiffness or bending rigidity of the polymer counterions.
The segment density function of the polymer counterions is defined bŷ
where r i (s) denotes the polymer field for the ith polymer. We use the notation x for the position coordinate and r for the polymer field. V s is the self Coulomb interaction between the different segments of the same polymer,
Since we consider the polymer ions as being uniformly charged and the charges on the polymers are proportional to their lengths, it is not easy to go to the point-particle limit as in that limit the charge on the polymer goes to zero. Therefore we have to be cautious while taking that limit.
We convert all the quantities in the above discussions to dimensionless units. All the position coordinates x and the polymer fields r are scaled by the Gouy-Chapman-like length scale µ = 1/(2πql B σ s ) , x = x/µ and r = r/µ. Note the Gouy-Chapman-like length is defined in terms of the monomer charge q not the total polymer charge. Hence the scaling length is same for all polymers irrespective of their lengths. The strength of the interactions among the counterions is given by a dimensionless coupling parameter Ξ = 2πq 3 l 2 B σ s . The dimensionless fixed charge distribution is defined by ρ c (x/µ) = µρ c (x)/σ s and the dimensionless polymer density byρ(x/µ) = µ 3ρ (x). In dimensionless units the Hamiltonian in equation (1) can be written as
In the above Hamiltonian, we use the notation w( x) for the electrostatic potential due to the fixed charge distribution on the polymer counterions
Following Netz [19] we add a vanishing term
to the Hamiltonian that cancels the divergences that results from the long range nature of the Coulomb interactions. This term vanishes because of the charge neutrality condition
The coordinate point x 0 in the above equation is specified in the next Section. After adding the vanishing term in equation (6), the Hamiltonian reads
where we have redefined the potential due to the fixed charge
The grand partition function of the system with the above Hamiltonian is
where λ denotes the fugacity, λ T = h 2 β/2πm the thermal wavelength and D the integral over the polymer field configurations. The square brackets represents the functional dependence of H n on the polymer fields r(s). The term µ 3n comes from the rescaling of the polymer fields r i . The function Ω( x) represents the amount of available space to the counterions which might be confined by hard walls or traps. Since the SC theory is exact in the limit when 1/Ξ → 0, we introduce a scaled fugacity defined by Λ = 2πµ 3 λΞ/λ 3 T that enable us to rewrite equation (9) 
Q n is the canonical parition functions for n polymers and has the functional form
where
From equation (10) we see that in the SC limit only the lowest order canonical partition functions contributes the most to the grand partition function. An alternate expression for the grand partition function is obtained by the Hubbard-Stratonovich [46, 47] transformation
where Q 1 is a single polymer partition function defined in equation (11) and φ is the field introduced during the transformation [19, 41] . The averaging .. φ is performed with respect to the weight factor 1
The derivation of equation (13) is similar to the point particle case [19] . The details are shown in Appendix A. Equations (13) can be shown to be equivalent to (10) by performing the Gaussian averaging explicitly. The point particle case is obtained by using
The free energy has a similar expansion in 1/Ξ in the SC limit
The detailed forms of the first and second order terms F 1 and F 2 are worked out in Appendix D. We define the rescaled density distribution as ρ( x) = 2πΞδ ln Z/δh( x). Similarly the density has an expansion in 1/Ξ as
The zeroth order term in the density is derived from equations (13) and (16) of the partition
with the averaging with respect to the weight in equation (14). If we denote the single polymer density operator in an external field φ by
, the above equation can be rewritten as
Alternatively from equation (10) the zeroth order density term is calculated to be
Similarly the first order term in the density distribution function has the form
In terms of the single polymer density operator ρ (1) ( x; φ) the above equation becomes
We get another expression for the leading density term from equation (10)
Because of two equivalent representations of the grand partition function in equations (10) and (13), we have two alternate representations of the zeroth (equations (18) and (19)) and the first order (equations (21) and (22)) density distributions too. We use either representation depending on the ease of calculations as shown in Appendix B.
III. APPLICATIONS: RODLIKE POLYMER COUNTERIONS
For most polymer models it is not possible to obtain analytical expressions for the thermodynamic quantities derived in the previous Section and are usually computed numerically.
However for rodlike polymers the single particle canonical partition function Q 1 which is central to the discussions above, has a nice analytical form that allows us to obtain explicit expressions for the thermodynamic quantities. The rods depend on an additional orientation variable u that determines the alignment of the rods. For rodlike polymers the single chain partition function Q 1 in an external potential w is given by [45] 
where we have used Ω to denote the integral Ω( x, u) over the available space. From this equation we get the single polymer density operator to be [45] 
From equations (23) and (24) the zeroth order density is computed using equation (19) and the first order after Gaussian averaging of equation (20) . The detailed calculations of the density terms are worked out in Appendix B. Here we quote the final results
with the quantities
To demonstrate the formalism we work out two specific cases: In Subsection III A we derive the thermodynamics of rodlike counterions confined in a half plane by a charged wall and in Subsection III B we study the rodlike counterions confined between two charged walls. The walls assumed to be impenetrable hence we explicitly consider excluded volume interactions between the rods and the wall through Ω( x, u), however to keep things simple we neglect the steric interactions among the rods themselves. We compare our results with that of the point-particles, the dumbbell-like counterions of Kim et al. [40] and the rodlike polymers of Bohinc [42] .
A. One charged wall
We consider a system of rodlike counterions confined in the upper z plane by a charged plate located at z = 0. The rescaled charge distribution of the plate is then, ρ 0 ( x) = δ( z). (9), has two different functional forms: (a) Ω 0 ( z, u z ) in equation (30) and (b)
The scaled potential in this case is
where the reference point x 0 in equation (11) is chosen to lie on the charged plate [19] . The thermodynamics of the system depends only on z coordinate and is effectively an 1D system.
The orientation variable also depend only on u z ( the z component of the orientation vector u) given by u z = cos θ, where θ is the angle between the the rods and the positive z axis.
Because of the finite size of the rodlike polymers there are two ways to parameterize them, one by choosing z at the center of the rods as the reference point and another by choosing z at one end of the rods. The two different parameterizations are shown in Figure 1 . In the previous Section, z is located at one end of the rods which corresponds to the second parameterization. In the first case, z would denote the position of the center of the rods but then the segment integrals in equations (23)- (28) are replaced by
. We demonstrate both the parameterizations in the rest of this Section.
First we look at the parameterization with the center of the rods. From the schematic 
Plugging the wall interactions, w( z) = z, into equation (25) the zeroth order term of the density profile becomes
To obtain the leading order density term in equation (26) the fugacity Λ need to be calculated. In the SC regime the fugacity has an expansion in 1/Ξ as
The first two terms of the fugacity is determined from the charge normalization condition
The details of the procedure are given in Appendix C where we obtain the explicit expressions for the fugacity terms. The leading order contribution to the density distribution in equation (26) diverges due to the long ranged form of the Coulomb interactions, however this divergence is canceled by a corresponding diverging term in Λ 1 coming from the zeroth order density term in equation (25) . The first order density term gets renormalized and stays finite. The algebra is shown in Appendix E, equations (E7)-(E10), here we write the final result
z s is a function of z, u z and s
This density term contains the complex many-body effects of the extended geometry of the rodlike counterions and some approximations have been made to obtain the above expression.
However it captures all the essential effects of the finite size of the counterions. Since in the point particle limit the orientational average is zero, z s = 0 and for N = 1 we recover the point-particle density in the SC limit.
We can also average over the orientations of the rods to obtain an orientation averaged density. We use the same notation ρ 0 ( z) for the orientation averaged density. However we have to be careful to properly define the measure of the orientation term because of the nature of the excluded volume term Ω 0 . A simple orientation average
obtained from the definition (31), vanishes as the center of the rods approaches the wall.
Thus at the wall we get, ρ 0 ( z) = 0 as this measure can not count the number the rods aligned parallel to the plane u z = 0. This is an artifact of using a continuous instead of a discrete measure. So we define the integral measure over the orientations in the following way to include the u z = 0 orientation of the rods
With this definition we get the orientation averaged density as
where sinhInt(y) = 
With this new weight (measure) we obtain the zeroth order orientation averaged density as (40) when z represents one end of the rod. The point-particle case and the density for the center of rod parameterization in equation (37) is also shown. 
B. Two charged wall
When the rodlike counterions are confined between two charged plates separated by a distance d, the electrostatic potential vanishes, w( z) = 0 [19] . Thus the two functions
are constants. We first consider the parameterization with the center of the rods. Even though w( z) = 0 the density of the rods still has a spatial dependence due to the excluded volume term Ω 0
When d > N , then using the explicit form of Ω 0 ( z, u z ) from equation (30) orientation averaged density, as defined in equation (36), to be
The normalization Λ 0 is obtained from the charge neutrality condition to be
Similarly in case of d < N , we get
The charge neutrality condition yields Now with the alternate parameterization with one end of the rods and using the excluded volume term defined in equation (39), we recover the results of Kim et al. [40] as shown in 
order density terms. From Figure 5 -(a) we see that when the rods are longer than the separation between the walls, it loses the rotational degrees of freedom and looks more like point particles. The leading order density in Figure 5 -(b) almost coincides with the point-particle when the length of the rod is 0.8 times the distance between the walls. The pressure of the system is calculated from the contact value theorem which relates the pressure of the system to the interfacial density distribution of the polymer counterions [35, 40] 
In the SC limit Ξ → ∞ we obtain the pressure to be P = 1
Note that the factor of 1/N in the above calculations is due to the fact that only one end of the polymers are touching the surface. In Figure 6 we plot the pressure between the walls vs the inter-wall distance for different lengths of the rods. The longer rods have more charges and have stronger electrostatic correlations compared to the shorter rods. They crowd near the walls and screen out the surface charge of the walls resulting in larger attractions between the walls than the shorter rods. In all the experiments and simulations it have been found that the higher valency of the ions cause stronger like-charge attractions.
It would be instructive to compare our results to the earlier work on rodlike counterions confined between two walls by Bohinc et al. [42] . Their densities resemble more closely to the densities we obtained for a single wall in Section III A which is true when the rods are much smaller then the distance between the walls. However for the two wall case though we reproduce the results of Kim et al. [40] our results disagrees with that of Bohinc at al.. The pressure in Figure 6 shows a kink similar to that obtained by Bohinc and his coworkers. In agreement with their result the kink occurs when the separation between the walls equals the length of rods (both N = d = 2).
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
We have developed a polymer field theory for polyelectrolytic counterions in the presence of a fixed charge distribution in the SC regime. Whereas for the point charges the thermodynamics is described by a single parameter Ξ, the Coulomb coupling parameter, for polyelectrolytes we get an additional dependence on the length of the polymers that incorporates their geometry. Similarly the functional form of the thermodynamic quantities of polyelectrolytes depends on the nature of the polymers themselves like the gaussian, wormlike or rodlike polymers. For rodlike polymers the analytical form of these functions/functionals can be computed exactly. Therefore we applied our field theoretic results to rodlike polyelectrolytes and consider two specific cases, when the rods are confined by one charged wall and when they are confined between two charged walls. The walls restrict the orientational degrees of freedom of the rods close to them which causes depletion near the wall and force them to align parallel to the surface of the walls. We parameterized the rodlike molecules in two different ways, based on the center of the rods and based on one end of the rods, and have derived the thermodynamics in both cases. Because of their smaller size the smaller polyelectrolytes can lower their free energy more easily by reorienting themselves near the wall than the larger ones. In the two wall case, the densities are the same as obtained by Kim et al. [40] for dumbell-like counterions because of the same geometry however our densities results disagree with Bohinc at al. [42] . However the inter-wall pressure in Bohinc at al.
shows a kink when the inter-wall distance equals the rod length which is reproduced in our case. Looking at the inter-wall pressure we find that when the walls are close they experience repulsion. However as their separation increases the interactions change to attractions. The longer polyelectrolytic rods have higher charges and higher correlations causing attractions at shorter inter-wall distances than smaller polyelectrolytes. The comparison with the other known limits, the point-particle systems [19, 20] and rodlike counterions [42] have also been explored.
A recent formalism uses the fact the condensed counterions form a Wigner crystal like structure around the oppositely charged surface in the limit of large coupling parameter and shows the leading order correction to be of order 1/ √ Ξ not 1/Ξ as in case of Netz's formalism [43, 44] . This correction comes from the two particle interaction and the agreement with the Monte Carlo simulations is quite good. The zeorth order terms are the same as Netz formalism. The position dependent term of the leading order term of the density also remains same except the coefficient is different. For our model to work, the polymers should be shorter than the size of the Wigner cell. In the case of rodlike polyelectrolytes, the two dimensional correlation structure on the macroion surface would be different from the Wigner lattice and the calculation of the two polymer energy is non-trivial because of the orientational degrees of freedom. In addition, the excluded volume effects in the leading order corrections would be more important for polymers. The theory developed here can also be used to study the SC limit of other polymer models like Gaussian polyelectrolytes.
This will be done in a subsequent paper. Starting from the Hamiltonian (7) we derive the expression (13) for the grand partition function. Since equation (9) is Gaussian in densityρ we can applying the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation [46, 47] by introducing a field φ
where we have used the definition of Z 0 in equation (12) and Z v = (2π) n Det V . We have used the scaled fugacity Λ instead of the fugacity λ in order to make the 1/Ξ dependence of the equation more explicit. The integration over the polymer fields { r i } can be performed to get
where Q 1 is the single polymer parition function defined by 
The averaging .. φ is with respect to
Appendix B: SC leading order densities for rodlike counterions
Starting with equation (20) we derive an explicit formula for the leading order density term ρ 1 using the form of the single polymer partition function Q 1 for rodlike polymers in equation (23) . We define two new quantitieŝ
In terms of these Q 1 in equation (23) and the single rod density in equation (24) as
The leading order correction term to the density is obtained after performing the Gaussian averaging in equation (21) using the single rod partition function in equation (23) and single rod density in equation (24) 
It is convenient to express the leading order density distributions in terms of the following quantities
We can then write ρ 0 and ρ 1 as
where we have used the notation for integrals over all the variables x, u and s and the excluded volume term Ω( x, u) has been included in the integral notation.
Appendix D: Free energy
The free energy is defined in terms of the grand partition function [48] 
where N = Λ ∂ ln Z ∂Λ . In the large coupling limit, using the expansion of the fugacity as in equation (32) 
and the expansion of the logarithm of the grand partition function in equation (17) ln
where ln
. Taking the derivative of the above equation with respect to Λ we get
We expand the free energy in the inverse powers of Ξ
Using equations (D3) and (D4) in equation (D1) we can readily solve the leading order term
where − ln Z 0 is the free energy of the fixed charges and for rodlike molecules Q 1 read
Thus the free energy of the counterions only is
in equation (C5) we get the lowest order fugacity term as
The first order term in the density function ρ 1 averaged over the orientations in equation (26) − q 1 ( z s − t)]t e −Ξ/t − 1 .
The first order term of the fugacity is 
The renormalized leading order term of the density becomes
In the limit Ξ → ∞ the renormalized density becomes
where we have put the excluded volume term Ω 0 ( z, u z ) back into the density expression.
The averaging .. is with respect to the weight d z du z ds Ω 0 ( z , u z )q 2 ( z , u z , s ) and z s = z + (s − s)u z − s u z . Note that the final expression of the first order density has the same form as point particles except for the integrals over the rod contours s.
